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Rotary Disaster Response Grant

 Rotary Disaster Response Grant is a fast and 
effective way to respond to disasters in various 
places. The Rotary Foundation has added a project 
to respond to the COVID-19 virus in the list of eligible 
activities. Each district can apply for a grant which 
has a goal to respond to the epidemic of COVID-19 
virus (up to 25,000 USD) depending on the available 
in this fund. Rotary Disaster Response Grant is 
supported by the Rotary Disaster Response Fund in 
order to help various parts of the world to handle 
the disaster. This fund is also accepting online 
donations and DDF donations. Districts may donate 
district DDF to Rotary Disaster Relief Funds and state 
that they are specifically used for COVID-19 projects 
and activities while the donations in cash will be 
used for general disaster response, including 
COVID-19.
 Recently, all 4 Rotary districts in Thailand 
had applied for the grant in response to the COVID-19 
virus outbreak by requesting maximum funding ($ 
25,000). There were 3 districts’ grants including  
D3330, D3350, D3340 already been approved while 
D3360’s grant is still pending consideration. The 
projects that each district used the money from this 
fund were similar, it is to produce cloth masks and 
distribute to the community.

Rotary Disaster 
Response Grant

PP. Apisak Jompong 
Rotary Club of Maechan

ROTARIAN CODE OF CONDUCT

As a Rotarian, I will :

1)  Act with integrity and high ethical standards in    
    my personal and professional life
2)  Deal fairly with others and treat them and their 
    occupations with respect
3)  Use my professional skills through Rotary to 
    mentor young people, help those with special 
    needs, and improve people’s quality of life in   
    my community and in the world
4)  Avoid behavior that reflects adversely on Rotary   
    or other Rotarians
5) Help maintain a harassment-free environment 
     in Rotary meetings, events, and activities, report 
    any suspected harassment, and help ensure 
    non-retaliation to those individuals that report 
    harassment



President’s message

Dear Rotarians, Rotaractors, and friends, 

 Increasing our ability to adapt: That is one goal of 
our new Rotary Action Plan. And wow, have we seen that 
ability put to the test this year.
 In March, Gay and I were to visit Zimbabwe, Turkey, 
and eight other countries over the course of 30 days. 
After participating in a medical mission in Zimbabwe and 
Commonwealth Week activities in London, on the 11th 
day, we were packing our suitcases for Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein. 
 While attending a dinner at the High Commission 
for Pakistan in London, we received word that it would 
be impossible to travel everywhere on our itinerary. So, 
instead of flying to Zurich, we returned to Evanston and 
One Rotary Center. 
 Throughout early March, the news about COVID-19 
became increasingly serious throughout the world. 
Following the advice of local officials, we canceled UN 
presidential conferences in Paris and Rome. Soon, the World 
Health Organization declared the virus a global pandemic, 
and we consulted with authorities on more critical decisions. 
We asked all Rotary districts and clubs to curb face-to-face 
meetings until further notice and to hold virtual meetings 
instead. To the districts and clubs that have adapted so 
quickly, thank you. 
 The Rotary Board of Directors held its first-ever 
virtual meeting to make the most difficult decision of all, 
to cancel the 2020 Rotary International Convention. Like 
the more than 20,000 registrants who planned to attend, 
I am disappointed. We acted to protect the health and 

safety of convention attendees and their families, friends, 
and colleagues, as well as those who call Honolulu home, 
and I am confident we made the right decision.
 I want to thank the 2020 Honolulu Convention 
Committee, the Host Organization Committee, the 2020 
Honolulu Convention Promotion Committee, and Rotary 
staff for planning what would have been one of the best 
Rotary conventions yet. I appreciate their hard work.
 This issue of The Rotarian was going to press as 
the decision about canceling the convention was made, 
and many other decisions across the Rotary world were 
still up in the air. Future issues of The Rotarian and of 
Rotary’s regional magazines, along with Rotary’s social 
media channels, will keep you informed. 
 We began this Rotary year promoting the 
importance of the new Action Plan for all Rotarians and 
Rotaractors. Today, we are putting that plan into action out 
of necessity. That includes the possibility of a convention-
like experience with you through a virtual event. We will 
have more to say about this in the near future. 
 The world is changing rapidly, and so must Rotary. 
Our adaptability and strength will help us navigate this 
experience. The world needs our leadership today more 
than ever. Truly, Rotary Connects the World.
     
     Kindest regards,

MARK DANIEL MALONEY
President, Rotary International

Mark Daniel Maloney, May 2020

The world needs our leadership 
today more than ever. Truly, 
Rotary Connects the World.  
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As COVID-19 reached around the 
globe, we found ourselves in a world 
transformed. We have been forced to 
connect in ways we could never have 
imagined, testing our ability to adapt.

Visit riconvention.org for information 
about virtual 2020 Rotary Convention 
events to be held in June.

President’s message

 My Rotary journey began 40 years ago when I joined 
the Rotary Club of Decatur, Alabama, at the age of 25, and it 
has brought my family and me many unforgettable moments. 
But nothing could have prepared me for connecting with the 
world as president of Rotary International. My individual Rotary 
journey has become a shared Rotary journey with each of you.
 All of the incredible people Gay and I met this year 
— Rotarians, Rotaractors, and the extended family of Rotary 
— will be an inspiration for the rest of our lives. We visited 
clubs and projects from Uruguay to Ukraine, from Nigeria to 
New Zealand, and beyond. We were privileged to crisscross 
the globe, circumnavigating it twice and moving back and forth 
between the Northern and Southern hemi-spheres. Each country 
and each stop held its own Rotary magic. While in Zimbabwe 
in March, we participated in a medical vocational training team 
mission  with  Rotarians  from  India,  providing  health, hope, 
and life itself to the thousands who came for treatment. We 
also felt the energy of more than 300 young people at a Rotary 
Youth Symposium in Harare. What a thrill it was to be with these 
young people!
 This year Rotary launched our new Action Plan, and 
I trust each club is putting that plan to use. And I have been 
energized by the efforts to embrace the priorities I set for this 
Rotary year: engaging families, providing leadership opportunities 
for all ages, celebrating our history with the United Nations in 
its 75th year, and, most significantly, growing Rotary.
 As COVID-19 reached around the globe, we found 
ourselves in a world transformed. We have been forced to 
connect in ways we could never have imagined, testing our 
ability to adapt. We have made tough decisions, including 
canceling club meetings, district conferences, presidential 
conferences, and, much to our regret, the 2020 Rotary 
International Convention in Honolulu. Together everyone is 

placing the public good and welfare first, despite the loss of 
meetings, events, and experiences that had been planned for 
years.
 As we looked forward to the Rotary Convention in 
Honolulu, we learned about the aloha spirit. Our Rotary friends 
in Hawaii showed us that “aloha” means mutual  regard  and  
affection. It  extends warmth and caring with no expectation of 
anything in return. The spirit of aloha applies wherever in the 
world we may live. As Rotarians, Rotaractors, and members of 
the family of Rotary, we are connected, and as aloha has been 
defined to me: Our connection to one another is based upon 
mutual respect for our differences as well as our appreciation for 
what we have in common. Community is the sum of individuals 
— individuals who have concern for one another, who care, 
share, and take responsibility. 
 As I have witnessed the members of the Rotary 
community act to care for humanity amid  the  coronavirus 
pandemic, I have seen the aloha of Rotary. We are indeed people 
of action. Every day, but particularly during this pandemic, the 
Rotary community has demonstrated its aloha spirit.  It is a gift 
to be shared, and we are each a steward of this gift of Rotary. 
Gay and I have been amazed, inspired, and humbled by all of 
you within the family of Rotary.
 Indeed, I would say that the last part of our shared 
Rotary year was transformational. We found new ways to make 
the lives of others better, new ways to move forward together. 
And, together, we will continue to grow Rotary so that we may 
increase our gift of Rotary to our local and global communities. 
 Gay and I will always remember and treasure our year 
with you, our shared journey, as Rotary Connects the World.
   
 MARK DANIEL MALONEY

President, Rotary International

Mark Daniel Maloney, June 2020



A message form Foundation Trustee Chair

Ni hao, Rotarians!   

 Every year, as we near the end of the Rotary year, 
we look back on the path we’ve walked. Of course, this 
year has presented special challenges as we face a global 
coronavirus pandemic that has changed our lives and the 
way we do service. 
 The great philosopher Zhuangzi once said, “A path 
is made by walking on it.” Only by forging ahead into the 
unknown do we actually make progress, and only by looking 
back can we see how far we’ve come. The coronavirus 
crisis is an unprecedented event, and I want us to look 
back years from now, knowing that we played a decisive 
role in helping the world overcome this devastating threat.
 I am proud of the work that Rotary members and 
The Rotary Foundation are carrying out to stop the spread 
of COVID-19 and to help people affected. Taiwanese clubs 
have donated 200,000 face masks. In England, the Rotary 
Club of Maidenhead Bridge launched a COVID-19 Volunteer 
Community Response Team to help those in self-isolation 
by shopping, dropping o¬   prescriptions, and supporting 
those in need. 
 The Foundation Trustees have added COVID-19 
projects to their list of eligible activities for disaster response 
grants and are waiving the 30 percent foreign financing 
requirement for any new global grant that addresses 
COVID-19.

 

 Of course, we must also apply the knowledge 
and resources we have built over many years in fighting 
another infectious disease: polio. The polio eradication 
program is already using the advanced disease eradication 
infrastructure to protect  the  vulnerable  from  COVID-19,  
especially in polio-endemic countries.
 Please give what you can to help our Foundation, 
and our members will transform your gift into humanitarian 
efforts that are saving lives. 
 We will overcome this virus together, and when 
we do, we will be able to look back and know that we did 
not stand by and do nothing when a global public health 
emergency paralyzed the world. Instead, we took action 
and gave all that we could to stop this virus and make 
lasting change in our communities to help people survive 
and recover.

GARY C.K. HUANG
Foundation Trustee Chair

Gary C.K. Huang, May 2020
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A message form Foundation Trustee Chair

 As I write this message, the world is in the grip of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. I want to dedicate this column to 
the ways that Rotary members, as people of action, have 
helped and can help, and share what we are doing at the 
Foundation to support you. 
 Rotary has long been a leader in fighting disease 
and advancing health. The polio infrastructure that Rotarians 
have helped build is being used to counter the new 
coronavirus, in addition to serving countless other health 
needs. In many countries, polio volunteers have been 
deployed to address COVID-19.
 Rotary clubs and districts have mobilized quickly to 
curb the spread of the virus. In Italy, clubs in District 2080 
are raising funds to purchase ventilators and protective gear 
for overcrowded hospitals. In Hong Kong, Rotary clubs  have  
packed  medical  supplies, raised funds, and visited public 
housing buildings to distribute masks and hand sanitizer. 
Rotary clubs in Akwa Ibom state, Nigeria, conducted a 
COVID-19 awareness campaign.
 At the Foundation, the Trustees took swift action 
to support your work. You can use district grant funds 
to support local activities, such as purchasing protective 
medical gear for health workers. You can repurpose 
previously planned activities as a COVID-19 response, or 
reimburse COVID-19 activities dating back to 15 March in 
your district’s 2020-21 district grant.

 Due to your generosity to our Foundation, the 
Trustees were able to quickly approve millions of dollars 
for the Disaster Response Fund to make a multitude of 
disaster relief grants immediately available for club and 
district projects related to COVID-19 relief efforts.
As this Rotary year ends, our fight for the cause of public 
health is at a critical point. We must over-come COVID-19 
and continue to build on the many decades of programs 
and projects of our Foundation. 
 If  you  have  not  already  done  so,  please  do  
whatever  you  can  to  help  by  making  a  year-end  
contribution to our Foundation. Your gift has never been 
so important.
 When I think of Rotary members truly making a 
difference in their communities, I remember what the great 
Laozi once taught us about leadership: “A  leader  is  best  
when  people  barely  know  he  exists. ... When the work 
is done ... they will say: We did it ourselves.” The world 
depends on us to lead, and for your leadership, I will be 
forever grateful. Thank you for your past, present, and 
future leader-ship and support of our Foundation.

GARY C.K. HUANG
Foundation Trustee Chair

Gary C.K. Huang, June 2020

	 As	the	Rotary	year	ends,	our	¬fight	for	the	cause	
of public health is at a critical point. We must overcome 
COVID- 19 and build on the progress we’ve made over many 
decades. 

 For more on Rotary’s response to the pandemic, go 
to on.rotary.org/covid-19.To make a donation, go to rotary.
org/donate.donate 



PP. Vanit Yotharvit, D. 3360
Editorial

 Dear Rotarians, 

Changing is eternal 
365 days of global connections, already completed.
Along with important events, there are many things that 
have to be inscribed.

115 years of Rotary organizations. From the first day until 
today, There have been many changes.
Both we want and don’t want it to be happened.

Changes occur all the time.
Many times it gives us time to adjust. 
But sometimes it just happened without knowing.

Our world after the pandemic
Would never be the same anymore.
There are many things that we have to adapt to new 
normal way of life.

Including our Rotary organization as well, 
New normal way of new practices will be occur. 
This new normal way of practices will be excited for our 
adaptation.

However, all Rotarians heart will always fulfil with mercy 
and kindness.
Ready to share to all in the society as always.

 Yours in Rotary 
PP.Vanit  Yotharvut       
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SECOND PLACE (Cover Page)

PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Fang Keong Lim
Rotary Club of Bandar Utama, Malaysia

LOCATION: Xiapu, China

Winter: Godly beams of morning light 
penetrating this foggy forest scene make this 
photo come to life. The beautifully stacked 
and layered vertical composition, in which 
the main subjects are perfectly silhouetted 
against a layer of lush groundcover, is a 
thoughtful way to utilize all the elements 
and bind them together. This is a tricky 
exposure that could have benefited from 
just a little more fine-tuning to retain more 
detail in the highlights.
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FIRST PLACE (Content Page)

PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Tono Valdés
Rotary Club of Guatemala Sur, Guatemala

LOCATION: Fuego Volcano, near Escuintla, Guatemala 

Winter: With every color in the spectrum represented, 
this night time volcano scene is like a deconstructed 
rainbow stretched by time and punctuated by the raw 
power of nature. It is the rare photo that you would be 
happy to have on your wall, to stop and stare at every 
time you pass by. I love the collision of the blue-hued 
star trails, all traveling through the composition in tidy, 
concentric circles, with the chaos and violence of the 
exploding volcano. The green hue of the fluorescent-lit 
cityscape below helps balance the frame.
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Rotary Information

 Amidst the virus crisis we are facing now, we see different kinds of people, both 
good and bad.  However, very often in the various media we see people with good faith 
and generosity wishing to help others in our society as much as they can.
Covid-19 is a global phenomenon starting from China and quickly spreading around the 
world.  This makes us realize the fact that our world is borderless, and the virus can spread 
easily without having to use any border pass.  No matter what social level or status people 
hold, they can equally be infected by this virus if they don’t protect themselves.
 This crisis worried me a great deal, but we all have strictly followed our 
government’s policy to stop the spread. Finally, we realized that instead of worrying about 
the infection, we should get up to help prevent the spread and help support the front 
line team (doctors and nurses) who work very hard and risk being infected by the virus.
 I began using my architectural knowledge and my personal fund to design cases 
to cover infected patients [during transfer] and partitions for patients at risk at Somdej Phra 
Payuparaj Ban Dung and Huay Kerng Hospitals.  The request came from those who had to 
deal with patients at risk at Somdej Phra Payuparaj Ban Dung Hospital.  At that time, the 
first Covid-19 case of Udon Thani had already been identified.  Once I started building the 
cases and partitions, the words spread around and more than 10 small hospitals in various 
districts sent the same requests for donation.
 Although the design was not difficult, the production had to be exact and meet 
the needs of each hospital depending on the sizes of their beds, moving methods and 
physical conditions of the routes.  In designing the partitions, I had to measure the distance 
from an investigation table to the patients and different protection requirements.  Thus, 
each request required new measurement and planning; any miscalculation could put the 
medical staff at risk.
 While working, I got the help from many engineer friends who sacrificed their 
time after work. I also received financial supports from many other friends and Rotarians 
in my own club to build the cases and partitions.  It took us about 3 weeks to produce 
the items for more than 10 hospitals.  What made our team and me proud and happy 
was the fact that we helped those hospitals reduce risks.  The partitions allow doctors 
and nurses to work confidently and, fortunately, only one case was used by Somdej Phra 
Payuparaj Ban Dung Hospital.  (During production, we hoped that no case would be used 
at all.)
 During this pandemic, doctors and nurses are brave front line warriors.  We, 
therefore, volunteer to provide as much support as we can so that we will finally overcome 
this crisis together.  

Rtn. Thanyarat Prem-Anant, 
Rotary Club of Magkang 

“Even though we are not front line 
warriors, we volunteer to provide 
full support.”



The New Normal
 When speaking together, a favorite thing to say is that Thais 
have a “new normal” life, but how do we understand it, and is it in 
the same way?  This is an issue that we will understand gradually, 
and it will take time. Rotarians, too, are adjusting.
 When organizing the Multi-District PETS in Chiang Mai, the 
preparations took many months. It is regarded as work that is not 
easy.  Since the governors-elect of the four districts are the chairs of 
managing each district’s tasks, each organizing team becomes a 
cheering squad.  Every person has different topics to prepare, to 
think about, to change every day.  It is quite common that the all 
of the work will be completed or just about completed on the day 
of the meeting.
 This year was considered special for the reason that 
COVID-19 came to visit.  There were many new questions in the 
organizing group, and the number of questions increased and became 
more urgent due to the worry about how to prevent the spread of 
the outbreak.  Finally they reached the point of, Have the meeting 
or not? Postpone it or not? Cancel it or not?  This meant that the 
principal host side had to be especially firm because inevitably, there 
were people who concurred on and opposed every question and 
answer.
 From the various reports about arranging meetings that 
were organized for the beginning of the year, we found reports of 
postponement, changed format, or cancellation. We had to educate 
ourselves in depth to learn what procedures the confirmed 
conferences followed.  We found that there were many basic 
principles to grasp.  The first principle was that the persons who 
come to a meeting must not have a fever.  Thus, we had to prepare 
a procedure to take temperatures, beginning with finding the 
equipment and the people who could help take care of this. The 
location has to be clean, and therefore, we had to have intensive 
meetings and request the hotel to guarantee that it would be 
especially clean, whether it was guestrooms, meeting rooms, 
restrooms, doors, windows, knobs, stairs, tables, chairs, etc. In 
addition, food has to be hot and everyone has to have their own 
cutlery. Other rules are that we must provide information about 
COVID-19. We had to prepare a clip with both the story and teaching 
about washing hands and wearing hygienic masks in every way and 
on every screen of the hotel.  We had to arrange for sufficient hand 
sanitizer. We hurried to buy hygienic face masks in order to have 
enough to use.  The price had begun to rise, but we also considered 
it reasonable that we would still be able to find them.  And, we had 
to answer questions from worried people and Rotarians as much as 
possible in order to allay their concerns.
 At a time when physical stringency increased, rigor fell in 
regard to other issues. People who were concerned and worried 

would not attend regardless, which meant that not 100 percent of 
the presidents-elect attended. We quietly suggested to people who 
had just come back from trips to risky countries that they not come.  
We also informed people who were coming to wear face masks and 
prepared to distribute them.  The day of the meeting, we saw that 
everyone had a face mask but not everyone was wearing one, perhaps 
because they were uncomfortable or shy, too, about this new way.
 Rotary International gradually cancelled meetings at every 
level.  The tasks that followed the above request involved the 
registration fees, the room deposits, the airplane tickets, and various 
other costs.  The next question was how to organize meetings of 
Rotary clubs.  When hotels closed and most people needed to “stay 
at home, stop the germ, and help the nation,” that was the reason 
Rotarians then had to step towards The New Normal.  Many clubs 
cancelled meetings and changed to chatting on Line or on the 
telephone.  Some clubs met through Zoom.  The organization of 
seminars was changed to online.  We still do not know whether to 
head out or wait.  We consider that COVID-19 had created many real 
changes.
 New activities are that many people are seated in front of 
screens working from home.  If there is still free time, they sew cloth 
face masks, make face shields, organize the house, cook for 
themselves or order from the screen, or take things to put in the 
cabinets for sharing happiness. To leave the house, one must think 
first, should one go out or not? Then, one must prepare the new 
kind of personal equipment, put on a mask and carry some in case 
one needs to give them away, carry hand sanitizer, plan one’s travel 
well and then hurry home.  When one reaches home, either wash 
one’s hands or take a shower.  Before noon comes, it is mother who 
waits to listen to the report from the Center for COVID-19 
Administration.  Some days, it is worrisome, other days, it is delightful.  
Now, the key numbers are decreasing, which creates the hope that 
we will be able to go out again.  But, we must think about the second 
wave overseas.  It gets sadder when you think about the serious 
situation of Europe, America, India and the whole world.  Everyone 
needs to remember what to do, and we must use the new normal 
to contact each other and to ask the number of ways your and my 
new normal differ.   I can summarize in addition that besides wearing 
a face mask, social distancing, eating hot food, using individual cutlery, 
and washing hands often, Rotarians will increasingly have a new 
normal in many more ways.  We can regard it as a necessity because 
this new normal, whether or not it stays with Rotarians forever, will 
be here for years and not one or two days.
 In year 2020-2021, we will probably talk and behave in the 
new normal of Rotarians, which should be not just a little fun and 
interesting, if we have the opportunity, to share together in the future.  

Article 
PP. Dr.Busabong Jamroendararasame, 

Rotary Club of Phayao
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2020 PHOTO



SNAP 
JUDGMENTS
From Hong Kong to Hungary, 
Rotarians captured perfect 

moments in our annual photo 
contest 

 
       This year, we received more than 600 
entries to our photo contest from 56 
countries and geographical areas. The 
photographs take us from the vast plains of 
Inner Mongolia to the manmade canyons of 
Hong Kong. They tell a story of Rotarians 
exploring the world with open eyes and 
hearts, making connections across cultures, 
and capturing beauty wherever they find it.
      Our judge, Damon Winter, has brought 
to his task the discerning eye of a professional 
photographer. His comments on the images 
our readers submitted are like a master class 
in photography; like the best teachers, he 
sees what is good — and how it might be 
even better.  
       In addition to the winners and honorable 
mentions that appear in this issue, we’ll 
feature more photos from the contest in 
The Rotarian throughout the coming year. 
FIRST PLACE (Content Page)
SECOND PLACE (Cover Page)

THIRD PLACE
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Yuan Lung Hsieh
Rotary Club of Tainan Cherng-Ta, Taiwan
LOCATION: Tainan, Taiwan
Winter: A masterful use of light, exposure, 
and composition allowed the photographer 
to render this colorful indoor-outdoor 
abstract scene. I wish there had been a 
little more care with the edges of the frame 
and a more clearly defined moment with 
the silhouette at left, but it is a valiant effort 
and clever use of exposure to see beyond 
how our eyes perceive this scene.
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Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: Shravan BM
Rotary Club of Bantwal Loretto Hills, India
LOCATION: Udupi, India
Winter: Peak action in magic-hour light — what 
more could you want? Maybe a bit of golden 
backlighting under a crowd transfixed by the 
moment, just to top it off? This photograph 
has that too.

2020 PHOTO



Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: M A Taher
Rotary Club of Sonargaon Dhaka, Bangladesh
LOCATION: Sylhet, Bangladesh
Winter: Lovely composition and framing, and a 
great job by the photographer getting close to the 
subjects to bring an intimate experience to the 
viewer. It looks like a difficult place to maneuver, 
so I’m sure careful planning and forethought were 
necessary to get this shot. By choosing the moment 
when the central woman’s head turns up and 
catches the light, the photographer gives us an 
entry point into the photo and an anchor for the 
composition.
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2020 PHOTO



Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: Carlo Antonio Romero
Rotary Club of Cagayan de Oro, Philippines
LOCATION: Hong Kong 
Winter: At first I thought these were stacks of 
shipping containers waiting to be lifted onto a cargo 
ship. Then I looked a little closer and saw that it was 
a different kind of storage — the human kind. This 
is a very interesting use of an ultra-wide-angle lens 
and an unexpected low-angle perspective along with 
mixed-source nighttime lighting and a surreal 
illuminated city sky to create this beautiful abstract 
architectural study that is also a poignant commentary 
on the modern human condition.

Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: Lola Reid Allin
Rotary Club of Belleville, Ontario 
LOCATION: Fez, Morocco
Winter: One of the very few portraits I looked at that 
went beyond the feeling of an ordinary posed 
snapshot and showed quiet grace and a direct and 
intimate connection between the subject and the 
photographer. A beautifully detailed face is but one 
of the many patterns and textures that make up this 
photograph — from the weathered paint on the walls 
to the multiple decorative iron grates and stone 
details, to the different fabric textures and designs. 
Somehow his eyes still pierce right through that 
patchwork of textures.
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Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: Philbert Williams
Rotary Club of Tobago, Trinidad and Tobago
LOCATION: Stone Haven Bay, Tobago
Winter: What an amazing scene, with the fallen tree 
as a backstop for the young goalie as a group of 
boys play soccer in the misty orange glow of the 
setting sun. It brings back many fond memories of 
the best time of day on the beach, when the tourists 
have gone home and just the people who live there 
remain. It’s a small thing, but I keep wishing I could 
see if that ball was headed for the goal.

2020 PHOTO



Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Yeong Hsiou Chen 
(Asic)
Rotary Club of Taipei 
Hwachung, Taiwan
LOCATION: Inner 
Mongolia, China
Winter: This reminds 
me of the Marlboro Man 
ads from the 1970s, 
minus the weathered 
cowboy in a dusty ten-
gallon hat. It is such an 
amazing scene, but it’s 
missing a little something 
to take it to the next 
level.

Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Ken James
Rotary Club of 
Kalamalka, British 
Columbia
LOCATION: Elliston 
Point, Newfoundland
Winter: A simple but 
lovely puffin portrait 
with a little something 
extra to make it unusual 
and wonderful. These 
birds are not herbivores, 
so was it doing a little 
home decorat ing? 
Those sorrowful eyes 
suggest something 
more meaningful.
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Honorable mention
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Cynthia Barasz
Rotary Club of Saint 
Petersburg Sunset, 
Florida
LOCATION: Walvis 
Bay, Namibia
Winter :  Absolu te ly 
perfect timing captures 
the battle between sea 
and air for feeding-time 
supremacy. The seagull’s 
w ings  a re  i n  peak 
extension, with every 
single feather on display, 
beak open, ready to 
snatch that tasty morsel 
from what seems to be 
a very calm person. A 
very nice execution on 
a fun photograph.

2020 PHOTO
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Coronavirus

 When a Corovirus infection disease (COVID-19) has been spreading 
around the world, no one caught up with this particular situation. Doctors 
at hospitals over the world, even our home, were integrated into working 
so hard and so were nurses and staff at every agency.
 It has caused a certain loss and resulted in specifying a contact 
distancing. In order to help others as a rotarian was to cooperate with the 
government and medical team when it proclaimed “Stop infection to save 
the Nation”.  However, rotarians still had a spirit to help others according 
to the motto “Service Above Self.”  District 3330 Rotary International with 
district leaders and former district governors discussed each other until 
they could bring about 3 projects due to the COVID-19 with 3 grants to 
help the district community with coordination of rotary clubs in the area 
at risk. 
 1. Disaster Response Grant. District 3330 requested for the Disaster 
Response Grant from Rotary International to purchase PPE kits for medical 
personnel by letting clubs in the district deliver to hospitals in the province 
that performed screening and curing the patients who were infected with 
corona virus 2019.
 2. District Grant. Since The Rotary Foundation of Rotary 
International provided an opportunity for all districts to use the 2020-2021 
District Grant in advance for doing projects related to COVID-19, District 
3330 then gave clubs a chance to apply for this grant by which there were 
5 clubs that applied, namely, RC.Phra Pathom Chedi, RC.Thavaravadi, 
RC.Nakornchaisri, RC.Phrapradaeng and RC.Phuket South. Each club has 
purchased equipment by using District Grant funds to help agencies and 
communities as needed by each hospital, such as 18-inch industrial fans, 
manual treatment vehicles, alcohols, gels and automatic soap dispensers, 
PPE kits, face shields, socks, acrylic cabinets to prevent infection when 
examining patients, mask N95.
 3. Global Grant. As The Rotary Foundation of Rotary International 
abolished the international sponsorship proportion of at least 30% in the 
Global Grant project related to COVID-19, District 3330 has purchased four 
ventilators and 8 infusion pumps for 4 hospitals, namely, Yala Center 
Hospital. Vachira Phuket Hospital, Surat Thani Hospital and Samut Prakan  
Hospital.

         - Thanks for the information from Wichai Manewatcharakiet 
            (Rotary Club of Samut Prakan)

            Regional Rotary Foundation Coordinator Zone 6
         - Thanks for the pictures from the Rotary clubs that 

performed the activities.

Rotary United to Fight COVID-19 D.3330



Joint Projects to Overcome the Covid-19 Crisis
District 3340
 Due to the current Covid-19 pandemic in Thailand, it has 
now affected very much people in communities over the country. 
With profuse concern for those people and rotary clubs in the area 
of the ongoing viral infection, the District 3340 Disaster Relief 
Committee (D-Doo Committee) therefore invited all rotary clubs in 
the district to jointly create services, promote the public images of 
Rotary Organization to the communities, strengthen the clubs 
located in the communities and assess the community needs and 
then submit the information and action plan directly to the Chairman 
and Committee to request for funding to support medical personnel 
or related personnel in all sectors that were on duty to help infected 
people in communities as well as prevent the outbreak of COVID-19 
at the moment. The Chairman and Committee (D-Doo) would 
provide cash in the amount of 5,000 baht to each club that 
requested the support. There were clubs’ outstanding projects as 
follows:

 1. Rotary Club of Trad, led by P. Linjong Wongchalermsuk 
and its members, delivered 950 CPE GOWN sets and 20 PPE kits to 
encourage medical personnel in Trad Hospital, Trad Province.
 2. Rotary Club of Mitraparp-Khon Kaen and its members 
provided life bags and meal boxes to villagers to alleviate the 
suffering from the COVID-19 disease.
 3. Rotary Club of Muang Loei donated 50 sets of PPE 
supported by District 3340 Disaster Relief Fund (D-DOO) and 1 set 
of Mask Sterilizer supported PP Sanchai Vudhipracharat and KKU 
research team to Chiang Khan Hospital, Loei Province.
 4. Rotary Club of Nam Phong by the Disaster Relief 
Committee of District 3340 (D-DOO), provided Somdet Phra Yupharat 
Kranuan Hospital, Amphoe Kranuan, Khon Kaen Province, with 
medical personnel on 27 April 2020. 
 5. Mr. Viroj Pipatchaisiri, the Chair of Udonthani Rotary 
Family, together with Club Presidents and members of the 4 clubs 
in Udon Thani, consisting of Rotary Club of Udonthani, Magkang, 
Banchiang and Silapakhom, encouraged the medical team and 
medical staff of Prachaksilapakom Hospital by giving money and 
medical equipment. 
 6. Rotary Club of Mhak Khaeng delivered instant coffee, 
sugar, snacks, drinking water and alcohol for hand wash to the 
immigration screening stations, consisting of 5 checkpoints, namely 
Nong Khai, Non Sa-at, Phen District, Nong Wua So  and Udon Rajabhat 
Institute. Those consumer products were received by Mr. Nattaphon 
Withi, Sheriff of Phen District, together with Mr. Chawit Pongkhan, 
Senior Deputy District Chief, Mr. Narongdet Khamphunok, Deputy 
District Chief of Security Department, police officers, public health 
officers, transport officers, Master Sergeant Thanathip Thaipakdee, 

Chief of the Sub-district Administration Organization of Sum Sao, 
and disaster volunteers, from the Club President and Past Presidents 
of Mak Khaeng Rotary Club to encourage the staff who were on 
duty in the screening area of Ban Nikom Public Service Center, 
Mittraphap Road (Udon Thani-Nong Khai), Ban That Sub-district, 
Phen District, Udon Thani Province. 

 7. Rotary Club of Khunying Mo-Korat and Rotary Club of 
Chadol, District 6630 (Fellowship Club) jointly handed over 400 
pieces of N95 face masks to Maharat Hospital and Debaratana 
Hospital, Nakhon Ratchasima.
 8. The “Nam Jai Pun Suk” project to help the suffering 
belonged to Rotary Club of Nakhon Ratchasima. The club saw the 
suffering of the people who suffered from being shut down. Some 
people did not have income due to absence from work with the 
result of the disease COVID-19 pandemic.  Therefore, the club 
launched the project of “Nam Jai Punsuk” by placing cabinets at 
Bueng Temple filled with stuffs collected from members of the 
club and the devout people. The monk dean, Luang Phor Phrathep 
Simaphorn helped take care and filled the food into the cabinets 
every day. Rotary Club of Nakhonratjasima also added dried food. 
It was considered as a helping and sharing to the community to 
survive the crisis.

 9. Rotary Club of Chanthaburi and JP Riva Shopping Center, 
Muang District, Chanthaburi, have organized the “Pun Suk Cabinet” 
project to help people in need with the support of club members 
from Ichitan Group Public Company Limited, Lactasoy Company 
Limited and the devotees, jointly donated consumer goods, rice, 
sugar, chicken eggs, canned lettuce, canned fish, iced black coffee, 
milk, detergents, toothpaste, fruit and instant noodles which were 
worth over 20,000 baht. More than 200 people affected by COVID-19 
lined up to receive the said items on the first day on 16 May 2020.

D.3340
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Rotary United to Fight COVID-19

Coronavirus

“Rotary Punsuk Cabinet” Project
Supported by District 3350 Disaster Relief Fund
Reported by PP Niramit Pinyoboon (Rotary Club of Chareon Nakorn)
 DG Thanongsak Pongsri was the first time very pleased with the idea of the 
project of Punsuk Cabinet, like “love at first sight”.  He quickly called me and appreciated 
this project. He would like the clubs in District 3350 to do this project. I told him that 
this kind of project was good in many aspects; low investment, exposure to many witnesses 
in community, long time existence with activity of daily rotating the supplies in the 
cabinet. It would take months before the Covid pandemic ended. (low investment, high 
impact, long exposure)
 This project encouraged the community members to practice helping each 
other and lessening the dependence on the government. People who have more, come 
and fill up, loosen their greediness whereas those who have less can pick up. It helps 
increase awareness.
 On 18 May 2020, when our District Governor made an announcement of this 
project, there were many clubs showing their interest in joining immediately. All 21 
cabinets were fully booked just in a few days. It was supported by District 3350 Disaster 
Relief Fund, organized as Rotary Punsuk Cabinet filled with dried food as a starter so that 
all clubs brought it to install in the communities and take care of them on their own.
 In Buddhism, the alms-giving and the merit-making actually liberate the 
greediness from our minds and let go of all things, reduce thriftiness, and clear our minds 
without hope of rewards. The result is naturally caused by what we did. Although we 
don’t expect anything, it still works in return, like we grow a mango tree, we will get 
mango fruit even we don’t expect it. Or even if we pray for mango to be coconut, we 
still get mango. It is a natural law. It means that even if we make a merit wholeheartedly 
without expecting, we will still receive the result of that merit anyway. Hoping is therefore 
unnecessary and can be the cause of not letting go of lust. 
 Let me share you my own experience.  On the first day when I thought to 
place a cabinet in front of Soi Charoen Nakhon 35, I tried to search for a store to allow 
us to set it up. Many stores were inconvenient and did not accept. Finally, I came to the 
last shop at the entrance of Soi Charoen Nakhon 35 that agreed to accept and take care 
of the cabinet. However, there’re someone warning me that it would be “loss of both 
the stuffs and the cabinet”. He asked me to take his word for it. I replied that I believed 
him but 
 1. I wanted to try a new way of alms-giving and thought that since eating 
happens every day, so it should have to eat every day too, not infrequently like everyone 
else did.
 2. I wanted to test the minds of people. If the cabinet’s lost, let it be. It’s not 
a matter. It’s not expensive. The philanthropy is to give away. The cabinet belongs to a 
community. We will not cling to it. If we are only afraid, the good thing will not happen. 
We can only prevent damage. 
 3. I wanted to invite people broadly to help themselves and others and have 
a discipline in picking.
 CP Sumalee (Pee Noi) from Rotary Club of Muang Phetchaboon said “Please 
do sharing. It’s a good activity causing people to be aware of contribution and helping 
fellow human beings who are in trouble and facing a crisis. Giving a hand to each other 
little by little can help them get out of the crisis. I am flattered with this activity. It’s very 
good.” 
 Wishing you all happiness and prosperity.
 Thanks to the working team, DG Thanongsak Phongsri, PDG Prawit 
Rojkajonnapalai. PP Yuphadee Keeree. PP Pongsak Canthasaksiri, PP Thanantad 
Ittiwattawanich.

1. Lopburi 
2. Yannawa 
3. amphanthawong
4. Suan Luang 
5. Charoen Nakorn
6. Mueang Petchabun
7. Bang Bua Thong
8. Yaowarat 
9. Bangkok East
10. Bang Rak 

D.3350

The list of recipients of the Punsuk 
11. Bangkok-Rattanakosin
12. Pak Kret
13. Bangkok Banglamphu 
14. Ratchathewi
15. Pathum Thani 
16. Phra Phutthabat 
17. Uthaithani 
18. Nongkhaem
19. Nongbua 
20. Srapathum
21. Vadhana 



PP Dr. Natthanin Setthavanich
Editor
 Due to the situation of a new species of corona virus or 
Covid-19 virus which is easily spreading, it has caused operational staff 
or medical personnel who had to treat those patients to be at risk of 
being infected at all times.  Therefore, wearing a face mask alone is 
not enough. It also needs to have a PPE kit (Personal Protective 
Equipment) which is a protective device to protect personal safety in 
accordance with the standards of the World Health Organization. 
Generally, medical personnel are required to wear PPE clothing to 
prevent from infection of the COVID-19 virus according to WHO in order 
to
 - Prevent from infection by skin and secretions of patients.
 - Cover all parts of the body
 - Prevent from water seepage
 - Prevent from infection by air (in some cases only)
 Since the COVID-19 virus pandemic spreads rapidly, it brings 
about infected patients in almost every province and also needs to 
do screening for high-risk patients.  As a result, there is a need to use 
more PPE, but the shortage of PPE causes many hospitals to request 
donations from sponsors including stores, entrepreneurs and the public. 
DG Kamolsak Visitsakulchai of D. 3360 RI has seen the necessity for 

this issue and consequently created a project to provide PPE clothing 
to hospitals located in District 3360 by purchasing 804 sets of PPE and 
divided them to all clubs in the district with 12 sets for each club so 
that the club delivered to hospitals in the service area.  DG Kamolsak 
pointed out that those 12 sets of PPE were just a starter. Each club 
must then expand the result of the project by purchasing additional 
medical equipment, more or less, depending on the club’s discretion 
and suitability.  For the budget that was used to buy PPE 804 sets, it 
costed 270 baht per set, totalling 217,080 baht with detail as below;
 1.  District 3360 Disaster Fund                       100,000 baht
 2. Natural Disaster Funds             25,000 baht
 3. Natural Disaster District Subsidy Budget        27,400 baht
 4. DG Kamolsak- Anne Wanthanee Visitsakulchai  23,080 baht
 5. PDG DG Waewdao Limlenglert            10,000 baht
 6. PDG Anurak- Anne Amporn Naphawan         10,000 baht
 7. PDG Surasak- Anne Watcharee Prugsiganont       3,000 baht
 8. PDG Nithi-Anne Salithip Soongsawang             5,000 baht
 9. PDG Rungranee – Spouse Athit Saengsiri         3,600 baht
 10.DGE Somchai-Anne Chutima Kerddecho          10,000 baht
                                                      Total amount     217,080 baht.
 The PPE kits were delivered to Assistant Governors who 
would hand to the club in charge. 

D.3360
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Yearend Discussion of our Fabulous 
Editorial Team

PP. Jantanee Tienvijit, Rotary Club of Lanna

 PP Vanit Yotharvut, Executive Editor, introduced Past 
President Apisak Jompong of the Rotary Club of Maechan, 
Chiang Rai Province, D. 3360, who will take on the title of Editor 
for Rotary Thailand Newsletter (an English online version).  He is very 
keen on using online media and will certainly help improve the 
efficiency of the production of the newsletter in English.  PP Apisak 
said that the readers of the English version are those who use English 
and international Rotary club members.  Therefore, the contents 
may have to be modified to suit the target group.  Regarding the 
publicity of the English online version, a QR Code may be publicized 
in the Thai version so that those interested can scan it and read the 
English version too.  A link will also be sent via email to the members 
who use English, based on the information from Rotary Center in 
Thailand.
 PDG Anurak Napawan, Public Relations Advisor, 
explained that Rotarians’ emails can be found on My Rotary website, 
and governors can retrieve the names, addresses and contact details 
as a list or labels to stick on the envelops and send them to Khun 
Jittraporn, Rotary Center Thailand’s officer responsible for distributing 
the Rotary Thailand Newsletter.  The contact detail updates will be 
done twice a year. 
 The meeting discussed at length about how to publicize 
Rotary Thailand Newsletter so that members will be more interested 
and pay more attention to it than what it is now.  Since the 
appointment of the editor for each district, members have been 
interested in the stories about their own district governor and activities 
only.  The addresses of the members in My Rotary are not up to 
date as some are based on their identification card, not their actual 
present address.  This has affected the distribution of the newsletters 
to the members.  Requests must be made to Club Presidents or 
Club Secretaries to send updated contact details of their members 
to the Rotary Center in Thailand.  If Clubs do not inform the Center 
about the members who resign or new members, those who have 
already resigned will still receive the newsletter while new members 
will not.  Clubs need to survey their members to see who does not 
receive the newsletter, and then immediately send their updated 
contact details to the Center.  This will benefit their own club 
members.  At the same time, the Rotary Center in Thailand will carry 
out its own survey by sending the questionnaire to each club at the 
beginning of the Rotary year to update its information.
 In addition, PP Anurak informed the meeting about the 
opinion survey of Rotarians towards the Rotary Thailand Newsletter.  
Questionnaires were sent via the Multi-PETS held in Chiang Mai and 

District 3340 and District 3360 Conferences.  District 3330 and District 
3350 did not hold the conference due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 
but the questionnaires were sent online to the Rotarians in those 
two districts.  A total of 458 Rotarians responded to the questionnaire, 
and their opinions can be summarized as follows:
 - Most members receive the newsletter regularly while 
some do not.  Twenty-seven members have never received the 
newsletter as they are new members and their club has not updated 
Rotary Center in Thailand. 
 - When members receive the newsletter, most read all 
issues.  A total of 151 members sometimes read it while 16 members 
do not read it at all.
 - Most members like activity photos of each district, 
inspirational photos, special scoops and articles from Rotarians.
 - 219 members like the newsletter in the printed format 
while 197 members like the online version.  
 Responsible officers will look into all the details and 
suggestions, and will use them to further improve the newsletter.

One-year experience and recommendations from the Editorial 
Team
 PDG Jutathip Thamsiripong, Assistant to the Editor, D. 
3330, said that she was pleased to work with the Editorial Team.  
All members were dedicated, and the Executive Editor gave them 
freedom to propose ideas for each issue.  Rotarians in each district 
gave full support in publicizing their activities in the newsletter.  For 
the publicity at the beginning of the Rotary year, she will help Rotary 
Center in Thailand survey which members receive or do not receive 
the newsletter as this information is very important.
 Rtn Dearah Piboonwattanawong, Assistant to the Editor, 
D. 3340, explained that she worked with the Editorial Team for 2 
years.  She also found that the division of work was very good, and 
the Executive Editor helped make work easier.  At the end of the 
year, the submission of some work might have been delayed due 
to her many other missions.  As coordinator, she received great 
support from the clubs in each district.    
 AG Trong Sangsawangwattana, Assistant to the Editor, 
D. 3350, said she was very happy to join the Editorial Team. Previously, 
she was responsible for Club Newsletter and District Governor’s 
Newsletter.  After that, it was the Rotary Thailand Newsletter, a 
newsletter at a national level.  It gave her the opportunity to develop 
herself, grow and know more people.  For each issue, she followed 
the guidelines set by the Executive Editor.  She tried to publicize 

 As this issue of Rotary Thailand Magazine  is the last issue for 2019-2020, the Editorial 
Team met to discuss their feelings and experiences working together for one year.  They also 
shared their opinions on various matters.  It was the first online meeting for the editorial staff, 
an adjustment to the New Normal.  The good thing was that every team member joined the 
meeting, saw one another’s faces and exchanged their ideas without wasting time and money 
travelling. 
 (Top row) PDG Anurak Napawan,PP Jantanee Tienvijit, PP Vanit Yotharvut, Rtn Dearah Piboonwattanawong, 
PDG Jutathip Thamsiripong (Bottom row) PP Apisak Jompong, PP Dr.Natthathanin Sethwanich, AG Trong 
Sangsawangwattana,  PP Dr.Busabong Jamroendararasame, Jittraporn Santithamcharoen



the Rotary Thailand Newsletter whenever opportunities arose at 
District 3350 meetings, via social media and presenting it to 
organizations or communities when activities were held.  If she knew 
that someone did not receive the newsletter, she would coordinate 
with the Rotary Center in Thailand.
 PP Dr.Natthathanin Sethwanich, Assistant to the Editor, 
D. 3360, has been working with the Editorial Team for 3 years.  He 
seldom joined the meetings as he was occupied by his work at the 
hospital.  Today was a good opportunity for him to meet everyone 
online.  He was very pleased that Editor Vanit invited him to join 
the team.  He thanked Khun Jittraporn, the Rotary Center in Thailand’s 
officer, who had always been so patient with his occasional delayed 
work submission.  He learned from the interviews with senior 
Rotarians.  Previously, he would record them on the tape and 
transcribe them.  Sometimes, the contents were not complete, so 
they had to be added later.  Then, he changed from recording the 
interviews on the tape to sending questions to the interviewees to 
answer.  Afterwards, he would edit the contents.  He felt he got 
what he wanted, but the down side was the time it took to send 
the edited version for approval which led to some delays.  As for 
the activity photos from each club; he would make sure that he put 
them in the newsletter equally.  Once he received the theme for 
each issue from the editor, he would try to find more information 
and activities that matched with the theme. 
 PP Dr.Busabong Jamroendararasame, Columnist, 
Rotary Club of Payao, D. 3360, said she was a columnist; therefore, 
she did not have much chance to work with other Editorial Team 
members.  Once she had the topics, she could write smoothly as 
she loved writing.  Past President Vanit, Executive Editor, added that 
Dr. Busabong’s articles were interesting, inspirational and consistent 
with Rotary’s mission.  Therefore, the contents flew smoothly and 
were very easy to read.
 PP Jantanee Tienvijit, Executive Assistant to the Editor, 
Rotary Club of Lanna, D. 3360, a third year member of the Editorial 
Team, was assigned to write scoops, articles and interviews based 
on the theme of each issue and in line with the Rotarian and 
guidelines set by the Editor.  Sometimes, she would consult the 
editor before laying the guidelines for Assistants to the Editor of each 
district.  She has learned a lot from interviewing different Rotarians 
including Past RI President Bhichai Rattakul and Rotary Foundation 
President & Past RI President C.K. Huang.

Working Guidelines for the New Rotary Year
 The Editorial Team discussed about how to work during 
the new Rotary year.  The members felt that the next issue should 
feature the Covid-19 pandemic which has a great impact on people’s 
life at the moment.  They felt that we would have to face this crisis 
for 1-2 more years until we have vaccine.  In addition, the new issue 
should talk about the affected occupations, adjustment, new 
occupations including food business, Rotary’s community service 
projects involved with COVID-19 such as the presentation of PPE 
sets to medical staff, face mask making, training, food distribution, 
as well as the New Normal practice and vocational activities from 
generation to generation.

Promotion of Rotary Newsletter Thailand
 The Editorial Team paid a lot of attention to the publicity 
of this newsletter to Rotarians.  Once the newsletter is published, 
it can be photographed and sent via Line to various Rotary groups.  
The Team will encourage each group to use the contents in the 
newsletter for its Rotary Information sessions during the clubs’ weekly 
meetings.  The Editorial Team also suggested that there be quizzes 
for readers to answer and win prizes, a horoscope column, a games 
corner and puzzles with a QR code for participants to quickly and 
easily send their answer via Line.  Souvenirs will be prepared for 
those who participate in each activity.  The Editor requested that 
the Team study all these recommendations carefully.  Moreover, 
the Editorial Team considered printing future newsletters with a 
darker or clearer color for easier reading.
 For the English version, Past President Apisak commented 
that previously we would wait for all the translations to be complete 
before we put them online.  He felt that if the original articles are 
already in English, we can put them online right away as Draft 1, 2, 
3 because we can add more translations any time later.
 The first online meeting of Rotary Thailand Newsletter’s 
Editorial Team which took 2 hours in the New Normal format was 
truly worthwhile with clear contents and better relationships among 
the team members from all 4 districts.  All are willing to produce 
good work and hope that every Rotarian will read the newsletter 
which contains beneficial Rotary contents and Rotarians’ activities, 
and be proud of our “Service Above Self”.
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PDG. Juthatip Thamsiripong 
Rotary Club of Pra Pathom Chedi

 Have you Rotarians heard the term ‘release 
tiger into the wilds’? This is a Thai proverb.  It reminds 
me of Rotarians both seniors and of working age who 
recently decided joined Rotary and then have to 
suddenly curtail fellowship for 3-4 months. For 
Rotarians 45-65 years old, you have the desire to 
meet for fellowship.  For each of you doing things 
for the home cooking, planting trees, or other 
activities, it makes you show the picture in LINE or 
Facebook to keep up connection. Until you began 
to see that the club LINE has turned into food recipe 
arena.  Those who cannot cook can enjoy the sight 
of interesting food dishes. Lucky we have no news 
of Rotarians down with the corona virus. Our good 
deeds are keeping us healthy. On the occasion of 
this May-June issue the last one for this Rotary year, 
please ask if anyone has not received the magazine.  
If there are any please inform your club or inform 
the Rotary Center.
 May the effect of your good deeds keep you 
and your family members safe.

D. 3330
Editorial of District 3330, RI

DG Sakon and Ann Sirapat Uengsroithong
District Governor 3330, RI for 2019-20



 If distance indicate time, time also indicate the person travelling. It is 
a truth that everyone lives like this every day.  But few persons can think and 
analyse the time in your life and make it fit the 24 hours you have. Becoming 
a leader, with dedication to offer service to others is deemed an honour which 
comes once in a lifetime. So time sets the limit. But distance is another gauge. 
This gentleman use time and distance with dedication for a year and more.
 “The southern-most point in Siam, the handsome border town.”
 I came to know Rotary in 1999.  My father was a member of Rotary 
Club of Yala.  I became a member in 2008 and became president of Rotary 
Club of Yala in 2011-12.
 In 2019-20 I received the honour from District leaders and Rotarians 
to be District governor looking after 23 provinces (14 provinces in the South 
and 9 provinces of Central region) with 102 clubs. This duty of leading the 
District makes me feel both proud and anxious because Rotary is the world’s 
largest service organization and reached 115 years old that year.  When I took 
up this responsibility I realized that I was not alone, I have a team who is ready 
to give support until I reached my target through the framework set by RI with 
support from the Past District Governors, and all the committee chairs, all 
assistant governors, and all club presidents.  With such a team, the work of 
District Governor 3330 met all targets and made me proud.
 The official club visits of District Governor visiting 102 clubs in 23 
provinces really opened the eyes for me and my Ann Siripat (Koi).  We 
participated in many interesting projects, and when people joined to become 
‘People of Action’ in things that created sustainable change in ourselves, in 
the community and at world level.
 My experience and that of my Ann in working for District 3330 is in 
meeting people who has kind heart, ready to offer ‘Service above Self’ as if 
we were one family and have grown up with each other and have miraculous 
consideration for one another.  This is what I feel for our family of Rotary.  Now 
with the Covid 19 pandemic affecting our lives on all sides, our family of Rotary 
is now in unchartered territory.
 Rotary activities help to bind relationship together in deep and 
meaningful ways, past all differences. We build relationship within our 
communities we increase opportunities in vocational skills.  In this world we 
tend to see competition.  In Rotary we build connections as ‘Rotary Connects 
the World’.
 I hope that the results of good deeds that we build together will 
protect us all in the Rotary family of District 3330 to be safe from this pandemic 
of COVID-19.

DG Sakon and Ann Sirapat Uengsroithong
District Governor 3330, RI for 2019-20
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upper row) Ceremony at the Karun Hall and Lake of Love in the Kaem Ling project according to the teaching of King Rama IX at Nong None Tai, Ban Sao Wad, Pone Gnam Subdistrict, Akas Amnuay District of Sakon Nakorn.

(upper left) Multi-District PETS at Hansa J B, Had Yai, Songkhla

(center row from left to right) Rotary Club of Supannika  Activity collecting and peeling Haew, for making dessert led by RCC head under sponsorship of Rotary Club of  Supannika.    Rotary Club of Krabi  builds toilet, paint and plant trees for Childcare 
Center at Wat Pho Riang school, Krabi.     Rotary Club of Phang-nga gives paint and helps paint the fence at Ban Khao Tao, Bang Toey, Phangnga.    Rotary Club of Kaenchan fund raising walk for polio at Sri Muang market with staff members of Sri Muang 
market, Muang, Ratchaburi. 

(lower left) Rotary Club of Ganchan delivers artificial leg to Prachanukul Foundation, Muang, Ratchaburi. 

(bottom row left to right) Rotary Club of Pattani offers 100 patient uniforms to Pattani hospital.    Rotary Club of Andaman  performs ‘Save Andaman project’ cleaning up Ya Nui beach helped by divers club who picked up garbage in the sea and planted 
artificial reef in the logo of Rotary in the Phuket sea.    Rotary Club of Yala offers PPE to Yala hospital sponsored by District 3330.    Rotary Club of Leuang Krabi project ‘return good people to society’ teaches embroidering beads on hijab worn by Muslim 
women for women prisoners who are close to release so that they will have a skill to earn a living when they are released from Krabi Women’s prison, Krabi.    Rotary Club of Erawan project ‘world is beautiful’ with Rotary glasses offer free spectacles and 
free hair cut to seniors and children at Wat Sukorn school, Samut Prakan.. 
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Rtn. Deara Pibulwattanawong
Rotary Club of Magkang

Hello Fellow Rotarians.

 From a time when we had to go through 
the tough times of the Covid-19 outbreak, not just 
Thailand. But it means almost every country in the 
world today, it seems that we are beginning to pass 
it fragile. But still cannot be trusted that we will get 
out of this crisis entirely Because we still need to 
continue building immunity until we are confident 
that we can actually control the disease.
 Several clubs were involved in the crisis. By 
donating a surgical mask, negative pressure cabinet, 
a sterile cabinet for disease testing Fever and pressure 
detector Donating consumer goods as a living bag or 
a kiosk Giving food These are all things that represent 
our kindness, the Rotarians who always think of the 
less fortunate. 
 For the final issue of the Executive Year, 
Rotary Connecting the World is a year where we may 
see projects. Imperfect progress due to national 
shutdown measures and operations that had to stop 
for a while. But I believe that We can continue to do 
so in the coming management year. “Rotary Opens 
Opportunities”

Editorial of District 3340, RI
D. 3340

From the Heart of the Governor of District 3340 
“Rotary Connecting the World”
DG Maruay Jintabandiwong, Year 2019-2020 
 Year 2019-2020 is another dimension of life experience. Doing 
personal business and Rotary work for a district is completely different 
work. Working Rotary for that district was a huge challenge. We 
ourselves must be ready at all times. And ready to receive new things 
Come in all the time It is a 115 year old large and old organization. 
We must embrace everything that is changing and improving all the 
time.
 During the working period from 1 July 2019 - 30 June 2020 
for 1 year of administration in that region Must say thank you to the 
team, the district management team and the project president This 
includes the assistant district secretary and club president of all clubs, 
as well as the 3340 district Rotarians who are all cooperative and 
responsive to working together well. Even beyond expectations
I learned to work experience this time. It was an uneasy experience. 
Individuals are given the opportunity to work with successful 
individuals.In the professional and private areas, almost everyone is 
a leader.
 Finally, I must say thank you to Rotarians Part 3340 for giving 
me and the Jintabandiwong family. Has come to work in the area of   
3340 with great pride and honor It is a lifelong memory.

DG Maruay Jintabandiwong,
District Governor 3340, RI for 2019-20



Work summary District 3340
1. Flood relief project Ubon Ratchathani Province of District 3340 
 It is a project of the Committee to help victims of natural disasters of Region 3340           
(D-Doo), with _ As chairman of the board During the months of August - September 2019, there 
is continuous heavy rain and accumulated forest water. Flooded in many areas of Thailand in 
District 3340 has a province that has been heavily flooded. Namely Khon Kaen and Ubon Ratchathani 
Province, D. 3340, did not wait to receive donations from all sectors
 By choosing to help Ubon Ratchathani Province Due to the impact of almost the entire 
province, 25 districts, 129 sub-districts, 826 villages at that time, received a donation amount with 
many things. And stopped receiving donations on October 2, 2019, during which the event Started 
to go to normal
 This is the success and happiness of many donors. Since the committee has managed 
budget allocation as thoroughly as possible. After normal Rotary Club of Mitraparp-Khon Kaen by 
P. Sudapen Vongvanich leads the club team. Traveled to hand over mats and blankets to flood 
victims in Ban Phai District. To help the victims By gathering factors from club members and 
different clubs. Including the kind and compassionate charitable people in Khon Kaen Province 
Because even after the flood The water will dry and disappear. But the damage that happened 
after the flood was still beyond description.
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2. Family Food Safety Project
 It is a project by the Rotary Club of 
Sakon Nakhon Which is a project that focuses 
on food sustainability for villagers in the Sakon 
Nakhon Province area Which is a continuation 
of the underground water bank project Which 
is a remarkable project and has received the 
Royal Trophy at the regional and national 
levels. 
 The project of Family Food Safety 
will provide knowledge in various fields. About 
tilapia fish in a natural ecosystem Farmers who 
participate in the project must be interested 
and determined. In this project, DGND Niwat 
Boonyasiriwong is the representative of the 
Sakon Nakhon Rotary Club, donating fish with 
fish farming materials and equipment to 
farmers and interested parties who participate 
in the project. To start raising tilapia in the 
Biofloc system for many village farmers. In 
different districts Of Sakon Nakhon Province 
Interested in the Family Food Safety project 
of the Rotary Club of Sakon Nakhon Before 
receiving fish and materials - equipment 
Farmers are trained to understand farming 
methods and procedures and must review how 
to use the equipment. The initiation of Floc 
production and fish feeding during the 
formation of the Floc is a comprehensive 
review of the understanding for sustainable 
and sustainable results in initiating fish farming.



4. Rotary Club of Roi-Et donates 
electric pole to Roi Et Municipality
 Mr. Wanchai Kongkasem presided 
over the ceremony to hand over 10 solar cell 
lighting poles to Roi Et Municipality. At the road 
around Khlong Khu Mueang, Section 2, Roi Et 
Municipality, Nai Mueang Subdistrict, Mueang 
District, Roi-Et Province with Mr. Banjong Kosit 
J iranan Mayor of Roi-Et Ms. Warunee 
Suriyawanakul, Founder of the Roi Et Rotary 
Club Rotary club members And government 
officials attended the event
 Mr. Mongkon Surasaknithikul The 
president of the Roi-Et Rotary Club of 2019-
2020 said that the committee of the Roi-Et 
Rotary Club sees the use of electric energy 
that is environmentally friendly and beneficial 
to society as a whole, as a result of joint 
donations made by members of both 41 
people of Roi-Et Rotary Club It is also one of 
the community management projects which 
is one of the 6 main activities of the year 2019-
2020 as well.The Rotary Club of Roi-Et has 
therefore purchased electric poles with solar 
lighting system. Installed to the Roi Et 
municipality At the road around the Khu 
Mueang Canal, part 2 and has been donated 
this time for the common use Help save 
electricity bills Environment friendly Which will 
benefit humanity in the future.

 3. Project to promote the conservation 
of Thai and local music (International 
Service Project)
 Rotary Club of Roi-Et, Rotary Club of 
Ubon, Rotary Club Soka City Club, Japan 
Donated Thai musical instruments and local 
instruments in the project “Project to promote 
the conservation of Thai and local music” 
International Service Project (ISP) for Ban Mu 
Mon School, Mu Mon Sub-district, Chiang Kwan 
District, Roi Et Province, worth 67,880 baht, 
together with a performance of Thai and local 
music for students. With teacher Paiboon 
Starat, the instructor therefore performed 
beautiful songs Very impressed He was 
informed by the school that Has a program to 
make breakfast for students Without using the 
school’s budget or the royal budget, CP. 
Warunee Suriyawanakul contributed 5,000 baht 
to support the breakfast project for students.
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D. 3350

AG. Trong Sangswangwatana      
Rotary Club of
Bangkok Suwanabhum

Greetings on the end of Rotary Year 2019-2020 !!
            
 Though our life has been resumed to normal 
situation amidst the pandemic of COVID-19, we have 
to adjust ourselves in accordance with the 
government’s new normal measures for the 
prevention of the COVID-19. While we are waiting for 
the  vaccine which is now under the process of 
research and development, our editorial board from 
4 Districts had used this period as their opportunity 
of more frequent greetings of each other via the 
meeting conducted via the ZOOM application. I am 
pleased to inform you that this latest edition contains 
the interview with DG. Thanongsak Phongsri regarding 
the result  of the annual activities as well as the 4 
interesting Global Grants Projects from a number of 
Rotary Clubs.
 In addition to a number of activities such as 
the donation of medical stuffs  (such as surgical 
masks, KN 95 masks, fabric masks, and PPE gown) to 
the medical staffs , the training of fabric masks sewing 
to public, as well as the donation of food to the 
communities, the special feature of this edition 
presents the project of District 3350 for “Rotary 
Disaster Response Grants (COVID-19)” namely               
“Rotary’s Cupboard of Happiness” which continually 
distribute the happiness of giving and sharing to 
communities. It is expected that the initiative will be 
the pilot project for another 21 Rotary Clubs in the 
coming future.
 I wish you a strong health and safe life during 
this COVID-19 crisis !!

DG Thanongsak Phongsri
District Governor 3350, RI for 2019-20



  2019-2020 is the year of “Rotary Connect the 
World” under the unusual situation which Thailand 
and the world had been widely affected by the 
pandemic of COVID-19. The last quarter  of the year 
was considered as the difficult period of Rotary when 
most of our activities were obligated to be complied 
with the government’s measure of “Stay Home, Stop 
Diseases, Save the Nation”. Despite the difficulty 
period, Rotarians had strongly and continually 
maintained our sympathy to those in need in the 
communities. 
 District 3350 RI had initiated projects for 
assisting and helping those in need as follows :
 1. District Grant : Project for the production 
of 21,000 facial masks and 10,000 sanitizer hand gel 
and delivered to the communities.
 2. Global Grant : Project for the donation of 
the medical equipment and the Isolation Chamber-
Negative Pressure to Rajvithee Hospital.
 3. Disaster Responses Grant : Project for the 
production of 20,000 facial masks delivered to the 
communities.
 4. D. 3350 Sai Thaarn Naam Jai Rotary ( Rotary 
Goodwill Fund ) : Project for the  production of 10,000 
sanitizer hand gel and 21 Cupboards of Happiness.

  In addition, result of activities of the year 
2019-2020 of “Rotary Connects the World” are as 
follows :
 1. Membership development: from the total 
of 2,821 members of 113 clubs on July 2019, a number 
of has been currently increased to 3,033 members 
and 116 clubs. The increased 3 are : 
 1.1 Rotary Club of Sai Mai : established on 
February 12th, 2020 at Bangkok, Thailand with 25 
chartered member led by President Dr. Buranasilp 
Toebuddhee.
 1.2 Rotary Club of  Mandalay : established 
on February 14th, 2020 at Mandalay City, Myanmar 
with 22 chartered member led by President Muang 
Tin Muang.
 1.3 Phnom Penh Chak Toe Muk : established 
on February 23rd , 2020 at Phnom Penh City, 
Cambodia with 26 chartered members led by CP. 
Phally Leng.

 2. Rotary Foundation : the amount of 909,302 
USD had been donated to the Annual Fund at 682,602 
USD as well as the Per Capita of 241.97 USD. 
Meanwhile the rest of 226,700 USD had been donated 
to another funds. Moreover, the social services project 
under the sponsorship of the Rotary Foundation were 
as follows :
 2.1 Global Grant : 111 project with the total 
amount of 189,501.984 THB (6,089,907.88 USD).
 2.2 District Grant : 26 projects with the total 
amount of 4,085,760 THB (131,308.04 USD).
 2.3 Disaster Response Grant : 1 project with 
the total amount of 800,000 THB (25,711.35 USD).
            
 3. Rotary Images : all Rotarians and Rotary 
Clubs had been advised for the promotion of the 
Rotary image in many aspects  as follows : 
 3.1 Individual level : all members of District 
3350 had been advised to promote the  images of 
the Rotary as well as being the good example for the  
community, society ,and country.
 3.2 Club level : all Clubs had been advised 
to present their activities images under the concept 
of “People in Action” to the media and communities. 
Furthermore, all clubs had been advised to create 
the popular online channel like a Facebook page .
 3.3 District level : created the website, 
Facebook page, and Youtube channel in order to 
present and promote the District and Clubs’ activities. 

 I wish to extend my sincere thanks to all 
Rotary Clubs and all Rotarians’ collaboration in 
bringing the success to all activities of the District 
3350.
 May all of your respect divines, deities and 
the merit of your goodwill  bless you and your family 
a prosperity, strong health ,and safety during this crisis.
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COVID-19 Response for Medical Equipment & Supply
by AG Woradetch Panjarongkha ( Rotary Club of Sukhumvit ) 
 As the pandemic of COVID -19 and the Thai Government declared 
the Emergency Decree, workers and students were obligated to stay and 
work at home amidst the nervous which spread over the nation. However, 
after I acknowledged  the message “ We wish to help the doctor with our 
knowledge” dated March 19th, 2020 by Associate Professor Oudomkiat  
Nonthakaew,Ph,D., my nervous on business and family were relieved and 
then substituted by my intention  to help the society with the power of 
Rotary . I therefore called DG Thanongsak  Phongsri and discussed with him 
about this matter.
  The Governor who is the  leader with a spirit of “Service Above 
Self” advised me to search for the information regarding the preparation 
of District Project. Meanwhile, the Global Grant for the Project was sponsored 
by Jason Lim, Past Governor of the District 3350. The information searching 
began from one of physician of Rajvithee Hospital who told me the problems 
about the numbers of patients. In addition, my wife reminded me about 
the cooperation between the Rotary Club of Sukhumvit and Dr. Charoen  
Wiphuphinyo for the donation of the Ultrasound Doppler for the Rajvithee 
Hospital .She also advised me to discuss with Associate Professor Dr. Poj 
Intalaphaphorn, Chief of Infectious Disease Section of the Hospital about 
details of the required medical equipment such as the Negative Pressure 
Isolation Chamber/Tent  used for the treatment of COVID-19, high quality 
air filter, surgical mask, and surgical shoes. In addition to the advice from 
network of engineering experts, AG Srifa Siriudomseth’s efforts in searching 
for the aforementioned equipment and in preparation of details of 
GG#2011839 was the key reason behind the success of the approval of 
the project within 3 days which the equipment were then delivered to the 
Rajvithee Hospital on May 15th, 2020.
 I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to Associate Professor 
Oudomkaew Nonthakaew Ph,D., Associate Professor Phawanee  
Narattharaksa ,Ph.D., Jittakorn  Kanoknaiyakarn, Ph,D. from King Mongkut’ 
s University of Technology, North Bangkok, and PP Prasath  Kiatphaiboonkit  
for their kind assistance and support of the engineering information which 
was crucial for the physicians’ need.
  May the merit from this project bless the Rotarians and their 
family a strong health and continually the annual support for the Rotary 
Foundation as always. 

Project for the Improvement of Medical Services for 
New Born Infants.
by Past District Governor Suchart Chuenchokesan , Ph, D. ( Rotary 
Club of Bangkok Nawamin)
  (BMA) Hospital located at the 3rd Buddha Monthon Road, 
serves 600,000 citizens of the BMA Districts of Thawee Watthana , 
Bangkhae, Bangbon, Nongkham, as well as Samphran District of 
Nakhon Phathom Province. Daily average number of the medical 
service is 500 for OPD and the delivery service provided to both 
locals and foreign workers is 3. Unfortunately, the less awareness on 
the importance of Antenatal Care has caused numbers of problems 
to the new born infants. Moreover, the obsoleted condition and 
technology of the infant medical equipment with more than 15 years 
used at this 25 years hospital is also considered another service 
constraint of the hospital. 
  Therefore, the Rotary Club of Bangkok Nawamin had 
surveyed and held meetings with the physicians and nurses working 
on the Infant Primary Care Section regarding the requirement of the 
medical equipment and the improvement of the medical services 



for the new born infants as follows :  
 1. Infant Ventilator for NICU which is currently insufficient 
for the hospital since the single one is malfunction.
 2. Infant Neonatal Monitor which is required for both NICU 
or Infant and Baby Ward.
 3.Latest technology Infant Patient Ward Monitor with 12” 
Touch Screen.
 4. Portable Infant Patient Vital Signs Monitor which is 
required for the OPD Ward, IPD Ward ,and NICU.
 5. 3 Infant Infusion and Syringe Pumps  
 6.Portable Infant Incubator which is required for the 
complication infant who need to be transferred to another hospital 
where Pediatricians with more medical expertise are stationed . 
Despite excluding the Rotary Foundation Grants, the Rotary Club of 
Bangkok Nawamin donated this equipment to the hospital by the 
efforts of Rtn. Songsang  Jooljanejai who had concerned about its 
importance to the new born infants. This GG#1987807 which costs 
1,313,946 Thai Baht (approximately 42,340 USD) was sponsored by 
the District 3750 of South Korea and  District 3490 of Taiwan in the 
total amount of 19,900 USD.
 The Rotary Club of Bangkok Nawamin had  handed over 
this project to the Rajphipath Hospital on the occasion of celebration 
for the Club’s 5th Anniversary on December 18th , 2019.

Global Grant Project 1990362 - Training in packaging 
and online sale to enhance opportunity for career 
development and products sale under the support of 
Rotary International. 
by AG Srifa Siriudomseth (Rotary Club of Charoen Nakorn)
 The training was organized by  the Rotary Club of Charoen 
Nakorn, the host club , RC Bangkok, D 3350 and RC Surin D 3340, 
the local club together with international partner RC Jeju Seobu  
plus RC Jeju Hondi, RC Jeju Gaon, D 3362, RC Jungdo, D 3680 and 
RC Busan Eulsukdo D 3661 from Korea as well as cooperating partners 
The Foundation for Education Along the Borders and The Secondary 
Educational Service Area Office 33. The training was conducted on 
June 23-26, 2020 to 200 students and 40 teachers from 13 schools 
along the border and 7 schools in Muang District of Surin Province.  
 For the first two days, Ajarn Naeti Thammapanont, a 
certified Lazada trainer together with assistant professors and 
teaching assistants from University of Rajbhatat Suan Dusit and Surin 
taught sale on line both in theory and workshops.   At the end of 
the training 80 students have registered that they have tried to open 

shops.   On the last two days, three  trainers with doctorate degrees 
and two with master degrees from Packaging Center of TISTR  
conducted training on how to do attractive and presentable 
packaging  by dividing workshops into six groups of products relevant 
to what they intend to sell.  It was really amazing to see the final 
results of packaging that they could do.   Some of the teachers even 
said that they would apply the training to make their products more 
sellable. 
 At the moment, we are monitoring and evaluating what 
trainees are doing.  If everything can be carried out as planned, on 
July 4 we will have an evaluating and training session for them. The 
Covid19 pandemic has caused a new normal in the way of lives for 
people to do shopping on line more.  Our training focusing on 
community economic development is really the most up-to –date 
training which help teachers, students, as well as their community 
to improve their marketing channel and hence their economy.

Health prevention and disease prevention in patients
by PE Dr.Thananut Chaengsamsri (Rotary Club of Yannawa)
  Rotary Club of Yannawa’s Global Grant Project year 2019-
20 was occurred from the survey of the needs of communities in 
Angthong Province.  Angthong Hospital is an organization that 
provides public health services both within the province and nearby 

provinces which provides both proactive and passive services. 
Currently, there are approximately 1,200 patients per day, which 
does not include chronic disease patients who are bedridden patients 
that are still increasing in community living in rural areas.  Especially 
the elderly patients with severe illnesses requiring immediate 
treatment must be sent to the hospital quickly, delayed treatment 
may result in death of the patient.
 The committee of Rotary Club of Yannawa has agreed to 
donate an ambulance with medical equipment to Angthong Hospital.  
The project is funded by both in abroad and in Thailand 
 On 8 May 2020 at 10:00 am at “Rattanasiriwilai” Conference 
Room, Angthong Hospital, President Winai Rattanasiriwilai on behalf 
of Rotary Club of Yannawa has arranged a Handover Ceremony to 
deliver the ambulance with full standard medical equipment to 
Angthong Hospital.  There are District Governors 3350 Thanongsak 
Phongsri and Mr. Phongphan Wichiansamut, Deputy Governor of 
Angthong Province to be co-chairman in the ceremony and Dr. 
Prapas Lisuthiphonchai, Director of Angthong Hospital to receive the 
ambulance.   
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D. 3360

PP. Dr. Natthanin Sestawanich
Rotary Club of Phrae

Hello Fellow Rotarians.

 This issue is considered the last issue of the 
management year 2019-2020. Thank you for following 
the news and knowledge. Along with our great articles 
that our magazine editors have been scrutinizing And 
designed for all readers to not be bored And to find 
more interesting things to make articles in Rotary 
Magazine more valuable. Hope you all will be 
impressed with what we have to offer in every issue.
 For this edition It summarizes the work of 
the Governor of District 3360, RI through interviews 
with him in various senses throughout his 
administrative year. And still have outstanding 
projects Which you quoted some for us to learn And 
apply it to your own club We hope this will be a 
valuable interview with all of you. Finally, in the 
situation of the COVID-19 outbreak district 3360 has 
created a good project To the hospital by donating 
to every club in district 3360 to the hospital in their 
own community. And ask everyone to keep 
themselves safe from infection And also maintain 
public health measures By wearing masks, washing 
hands frequently, keeping a distance of 1-2 meters 
at all times in order to prevent further infection and 
outbreak of Thailand.

DG Kamolsak  Visitsakulchai
District Governor 3360, RI for 2019-20



All Rotarians, Rotary Anne, All Rotary Gentlemen 
 
 I served as the Governor of District 3360 RI for 
almost a year now. For the past almost a year, it has been 
one of the most exhausting periods of my life. But at the 
same time Likewise, the first six months were also the 
happiest and most proud of the first six months visiting 67 
Rotary clubs in 3360 parts of the North 14 provinces Monday 
- Friday. Travel everyday Get some rest during Saturday - 
Sunday But what if Saturday - Sunday The club invited to 
join the event, it will not rest. There was one time at 8:00 
am. Visited at Rotary Club Kamphaeng Phet and finished 
visiting at 8:30 p.m. The next morning, I had to go to the 
Rotary Club in Chiang Rai. I have to hurry to travel from 
Kamphaeng Phet Province to rest halfway to Lampang 
Province. Arrive at Lampang at around midnight and wake 
up in the morning at 5:30 am and depart from Lampang 
Province to Chiang Rai Province just in time for the opening 
ceremony.
 

 This is a very difficult and happy period of life. 
Club visits are a highlight of my career as governor. The 
club welcomes the District Governor and Rotary Anne with 
the highest honor. Take it to eat the most delicious food.
Take a tour of the most beautiful locations available in the 
club’s service area. I think there will never be another time 
in my life that has such a beautiful and proud thing. 
Impressions of friendship and hospitality at Rotarian, Rotary 
Anne, and Rotary Gentlemen Every club in District 3360 is 
available to me and Rotary Anne Wantanee. Will be 
engraved in our hearts forever
 Thank you to all Rotarians in Districst 3360 for 
working together to lead Rotary organizations in Region 
3360 to move forward with strength. Achieving goals that 
are set in almost every way Despite obstacles and problems 
Infinitely Benefit from the virtues that we share in this time, 
help inspire everyone to experience happiness and 
prosperity. Prosper Fulfilling wishes in all respects forever.
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PP. Dr. Natthanin Sestawanich
Interviewer and editor

 For featured projects That I would like 
to take as an example of our region 3360, there 
are a total of 4 projects. In addition to these 4 
projects, these projects are important and 
beneficial to the community. But if I were to 
cite every project of every club, it would be 
very long, so I would like to select 4 projects as 
an example.

Weir building project to soften the water from 
the Wang River
by The Rotary Club of Koh Kha, Lampang 
Province
 This project started in 2015, starting 
to build 3 continuous dams to slow the water. 
Each dam is 100 meters long to block the water 
from the Wang River starting at Ban Nong Waeng 
and then Ban Mon Kaew. Usually during the dry 
season, the Wang Nam River is very dry. The 
village water supply normally absorbs Wang 
water for use, but when the dry season is unable 
to absorb it, the villagers are in trouble and have 
insufficient water. After building a dam, the water 
barrier can be raised up to 2 meters. As a result, 
the villagers received water to drain nearly 1,00 
rai of rice fields, which is very useful. The value 
of building a dam of water softening is 
approximately 200,000 baht. Technique for 
building a weir, he uses cement and dry sand, 
put it in the sacks and placed in the water barrier. 
When exposed to water, it becomes concrete. 
In the year 2019, create additional work at Nang 
Tan’s house with a budget of 1.8 hundred 
thousand baht, the latest construction at Mae 
Yuak House, Na Kaew Subdistrict, 110 meters 
long, with a budget of 4 hundred thousand baht.
  The Club Muang Koh Kha organized 
a project to earn more than one hundred 
thousand baht and received support from the 
Doi Phrabat Club and the local administration 
organization. By the day the weir was built, there 
were hundreds of villagers. People are an 
amazing sight.



Educational tutoring project for students 
(Zero to Winner)
 It is a good Rotary branding project. 
Make students learn Rotary and get to know 
more. The project’s drivers are Assistant 
Director of Nithi and Rotary Anne Salathip 
Sungsawang, with projects in 8 provinces 
including Chiang Rai, Chiang Mai, Phayao, 
Lampang, Phrae, Nan, Sukhothai and 
Phitsanulok. Get feedback as well And students 
want to have every Years to provide juniors 
with this great opportunity from Rotary.

Medical device donation project 
by Rotary Club of Chiang Mai Thin-Thai-
Ngam) 
 Through a Global Grant in partnership 
with The White Elephant Rotary Club Rotary 
Club of Lamphun Hariphunchai Rotary Club 
And Rotary Club Komaki from Region 2760 to 
donate to San Pa Tong Hospital, Lamphun 
Hospital, Doi Saket Hospital It is worth 
2,263,000 baht.The advantage of this project 
is that it is an example of a large club that 
invites small clubs to work together and 
benefits up to 3 hospitals.

Economic & Community Development (VTT) 
Agriculture Training for Grape Growers by 
Rotary Club of Wangchan Togethe r  w i th 
Region 2760 to undertake a training project on 
cultivation of exquisite seedless grapes. Which 
is a successful Japanese innovation By sending 
agriculture to train in Japan for about 1 month 
and back to Thailand to cultivate knowledge 
With speakers from Japan also visiting and 
teaching in Thailand
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 After the project was implemented for up to 2 
years. The Project Committee, has conducted an  
audit by a certified auditor. The documents have 
been sent to donors, including all Rotary clubs, and 
to be distributed to all Rotarians. Therefore present 
in Rotary Magazine Thailand as well.
 As for dredging monkey cheeks in Phase 2, the 
Royal Irrigation Department has received a budget, 
which is currently being dredged. Expected to be 
completed in accordance with the budget received 
soon.

Nong Non Tai
Summary of income and expenses



Income and Expense Report Nhong Non Tai 
Monkey Cheek Project

Summary of income and expenses
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Number’s Rotary Data source www.rotary.org, 1 June 2020 (1 July 2019) 

Rotary Centre in Thailand

District 3330 3340 3350 3360 Totel
Members 2,468 (2,327) 1,435 (1,401) 3,039 (2,821) 1,406 (1,370) 8,348 (7,919)
Clubs 103 (102) 66 (66) 116 (113) 67 (67) 352 (348)

Dear fellow Rotarians
 May and June are the youth service and fellowship months.   
During this time, all Rotarians have been working hard on their 
extensive activities, despite the necessary Covid-19 safety precau-
tions. Particularly at the end of June, every club and district plans 
to attend the DTA and clubs’ installation ceremonies under the 
leadership of new club presidents and new district governors. I wish 
to take this opportunity to congratulate all of them on their new 
leadership and also congratulate the previous-year club and district 
governors on their impressive achievements.
 The Rotary Centre’s executive committee had several large- 
and small-group online meetings and discussions about a variety of                          
issues regarding how to improve the Centre so that it can be the 
most beneficial to clubs and districts; these discussions included 
supporting communication and public relations as well as assisting 
them in promoting service activities.
 The committee also attempted to appropriately decrease the 
district dues required for supporting the Rotary Centre and regional 
magazine during the year in order to assist those economically af-
fected by the Covid-19 pandemic. The service quality was upgraded, 
including translation for more individual members’ requirements 
and training programs for enhancing knowledge. The Centre’s web-
site is provided for Rotarians to search and download any document 
they may require.
 The important issues for the Rotary Centre’s improvement 
concerned increasing updated public relations for communication 
among clubs and districts to enhance collaboration, sharing, and 
learning information for members in the country, including promot-
ing service activities for outsiders. Our social media should make 
use of the most modern applications, such as Facebook, Group line, 
and websites that include a magazine available in both book and 
e-magazine formats.
 During the past 2 years, the Rotary Centre in Thailand has im-
proved a number of its services. For example, the cooperation and 
support of the joint-effort projects or programs of districts and clubs 
(e.g., the Monkey cheek project (Big storage reservoirs), Multi-PETS, 
DTA and DC, training and orientation programs, and adapting website 
content for members’ information searches). There has also been a 
focus on improving various important translation issues for different 
training topics and cooperation between the Rotary Centre and  RI 
head office for public relations, as well as other solving-problem 
matters.

 
 To support membership development, “Membership-Lead” in 
a Thai version was initiated for all Rotarians and outsiders to learn 
more about the organization’s activities and attract them to becom-
ing members and join the available activities. To support the public 
image creation in “Service Above Self”, the “Sudden Aid fund for 
Disaster’s victims” project was initiated to assist those affected by 
serious disasters in Thailand. We also cooperated with other organi-
zations to join hands in improving service opportunities. “Open chat 
Group Line” is another successful pubic media program we have 
initiated to open opportunities for all members to share, learn, and 
communicate any activity, issue, or questions and answers about 
Rotary International. 
 All other routine services are provided as usual, but we have 
developed a more rapid service available to all. The members’          
cooperation has worked especially well. We have received             
assistance from some members, as always, for particularly urgent 
translations required both on website postings and Open Chat Line 
communications; the following members should be recognized 
in this regard: PP. Aphisak  Chompong from the RC of Mae Chan, 
PP. Phanu Yosmetha from the RC of Bangkok Cyber, and PP Sukkit  
Thaweewisaesanon from the RC of Bangkok East.
 On behalf of the Rotary Centre in Thailand, I would like to        
express my heartfelt appreciation to the executive committee 
members, advisors, and all staff members, particularly to all district 
governors for their constant and highly effective support, service, 
and cooperation throughout the past 2 years. For the next years’ 
term of service, 2020–23,  PDG  Wiwat Sirichangkapattana, District 
3360, will chair the office with the new executive team; please 
join me in welcoming and encouraging them for the success and                                                                      
advancement of the Rotary Centre in Thailand and the future 
strength of our organization.
 Wishing you all the best as always.
  

       

       Yours in Rotary,

  PRID. Dr.Saowalak  Rattanavich
           Chair, The Rotary Centre in Thailand 

            Administrative Committee



The Rotary Club of Chiang mai Thin-Thai-Ngnam
The Little Light for Life Project was occurred by the thought of President 
Chalida Ekachaipattanakun. After listening to a lecture from Dr. Sakduang 

Jongkaewwattana, President of the Research and Development Foundation for Quality of 
Life at the weekly meeting On 12 September 2019, there was an inspiration to 

organize fundraising activities to help the underprivileged around the border seams at 
Ban Pok Lang, Doi Tao District, Chiang Mai Province to have a better quality of life.

Join in make

development




